
Problem Definition in the Genre of a Briefing Memo: Assessment Checklist 

 

• Memo header: 

• Address the briefing memo to the same intended audience as your legislative history 

report (or another appropriate recipient in your problem domain) 

• Use the same header as for legislative history, except for subject line and date. Change 

subject line to identify genre of this document and a title to encapsulate its contents. 

Here’s an example:  Briefing Memo to Define the Problem: Protecting MySpace Users 

By Requiring Age-Verification 

 

• Title: no title necessary (subject line serves as title)  

 

• Overview. This is a compact (1/2 p) summary with three components: 

• The problem, in a nutshell (1-3 sentence summary, no details, no justification) 

• Your position on the problem’s cause and your recommended solution, in a nutshell (1-3 

sentences, including the policy goal—make new policy? Reform existing policy? 

• Your intended purpose for the document (your ACTION-ORIENTED reason for asking 

intended readers to read it. Be explicit on what you want readers to know or to do. Make 

sure the purpose and audience fit well; can the intended readers do what you want? (1-3 

sentences, placed at the conclusion of the overview).   

 

• Position in Detail. This is a compact (1-2 pp) statement of the problem and your argument 

supporting the proposed solution. 

• This is the argument you outlined (see template in Smith, p. ) now rendered in complete 

sentences and paragraphs 

• Organization options:   

o you may use the section heads from the outline as sub-headings for the chunks of 

text; however, that is a little mechanical and not the most readable way to carry 

the reader along as you argue 

o a better option is to follow the outline logically (making sure you cover all 

sections) but use sub-headings that substantively refer to the subject (your 

problem or your advocacy) or the storyline (Stone, problem definitions are 

narratives); this is more readable. 

 

• No conclusion needed.  The overview and argument should tell all.  

 

• References 

• Full bibliographic citation (traceable by other researchers) of all works directly cited (a 

specific act, law, or source) or indirectly referenced (e.g., references to unspecified 

“legislation”) 

 

• Checklist: Use the following checklist to review and revise the briefing memo before 

submitting.   

 



Criteria for evaluation of problem definition memos  

 

An effective problem definition will: 

 

1) Show a spokesperson for an organization credibly addressing an appropriate audience about 

a specific problem, defined as the organization sees it, and calling for the solution that 

organization advocates 

2) In content, the text meets minimum expectations for problem description (answer all 

questions in Smith, p. 36-37) 

3) In content, the text goes beyond description to argue persuasively in a policy making context 

(include all “layers” of a policy argument in Smith, p. 91) 

4) In content, the argument incorporates a legislative basis for acting on the problem (refers to 

legislation supporting the argument using salient legislation discovered during records 

research; administrative regulation or litigation may also be used, as relevant)  

5) In style and organization, the text presents clear, concise sentences in compact sections that 

inform readers’ comprehension and, by use of sub-headings, direct readers’ attention to the 

writer’s message and purpose for communicating (uses Williams’ techniques for writing 

readably in Basics of Clarity and Style or a similar style manual). 


